Fruity Nutty

Across
3. Although, perhaps, a prune to some, when fresh this fruit is called a ____________.
4. In the fall it fell on me because I shook the ____________ tree.
7. If you want to roast the best nuts you should try some Christmas ____________.
8. Great for raisins, used for wine, the ____________ is grown upon a vine.
9. If oblong fruits appeal to you, ____________ are rich in potassium, too.
10. It’s so sweet that people can go crazy for a ripe, fresh ____________.
11. Sometimes you’ll find fruit on me, I can be tall since I’m a ____________.
12. His face was all puckered and pinched as he said he had eaten ____________ before they were ready.
15. Into a pail, or whatever you carry, harvest by hand the delicious ____________.
17. Its canes can be thorny, or sometimes quite hairy. They guard the delicious, nutritious ____________.
18. If it’s an orange ear you’ve got it’s probably a dried ____________.
Down
1. ____________ are something you can make into a sweet sauce to top your shortcake.
2. When nuts, like teardrops, fill your palm indeed they’re probably just ___________.
4. The Spanish explorers, they sought El Dorado. Instead they found fruit that we call ____________.
5. We squeezed a dozen of these and we made a cold, refreshing ____________ade.
6. Black, red or white, but never a dull berry, sometimes it stains but we still love the ____________.
8. The ____________ is a breakfast treat for those opposed to fruit that’s sweet.
13. It sounds like two, this sweet affair, it’s not an apple it’s a ____________.
14. Named for its color and full of C, the ____________ is the fruit for me.
16. In Mexico they squeeze the ____________ for fresher flavor anytime.
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Answers
Across
3. Although, perhaps, a prune to some, when fresh this fruit is called a plum .
4. In the fall it fell on me because I shook the apple tree.
7. If you want to roast the best nuts you should try some Christmas chestnuts.
8. Great for raisins, used for wine, the grape is grown upon a vine.
9. If oblong fruits appeal to you, bananas are rich in potassium, too.
10. It’s so sweet that people can go crazy for a ripe, fresh mango
11. Sometimes you’ll find fruit on me, I can be tall since I’m a tree.
12. His face was all puckered and pinched as he said he had eaten persimmons before they were ready.
15. Into a pail, or whatever you carry, harvest by hand the delicious blueberry.
17. Its canes can be thorny, or sometimes quite hairy. They guard the delicious, nutritious raspberry.
18. If it’s an orange ear you’ve got it’s probably a dried apricot.
Down
1. Strawberries are something you can make into a sweet sauce to top your shortcake.
2. When nuts, like teardrops, fill your palm indeed they’re probably just almonds
4. The Spanish explorers, they sought El Dorado. Instead they found fruit that we call avocado.
5. We squeezed a dozen of these and we made a cold, refreshing lemonade.
6. Black, red or white, but never a dull berry, sometimes it stains but we still love the mulberry.
8. The grapefruit is a breakfast treat for those opposed to fruit that’s sweet.
13. It sounds like two, this sweet affair, it’s not an apple it’s a pear.
14. Named for its color and full of C, the orange is the fruit for me.
16. In Mexico they squeeze the lime for fresher flavor anytime.

Answers
Almonds
Apple
Apricot
Avocado
Bananas
Blueberry
Chestnuts
Grapefruit
Grapes
Lemon
Lime
Mango
Mulberry
Orange
Pear
Persimmons
Plum
Raspberry
Strawberries
Tree

